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In the paper an innovative alternative to automatic image parametrization on multiple resolutions, based on texture descrip-
tion with specialized association rules, and image evaluation with machine learning methods is presented. The algorithm ArTex
for parameterizing textures with association rules belonging to structural parametrization algorithms was developed. In order to
improve the classiﬁcation accuracy a multiresolution approach is used. The algorithm ARes for ﬁnding more informative resolu-
tions based on the SIFT algorithm is described. The presented algorithms are evaluated on several public domains and the results
are compared to other well-known parametrization algorithms belonging to statistical and spectral parametrization algorithms.
Signiﬁcant improvement of classiﬁcation results was observed when combining parametrization attributes at several image reso-
lutions for most parametrization algorithms. Our results show that multiresolution image parametrization should be considered
when improvement of classiﬁcation accuracy in textural domains is required. These resolutions have to be selected carefully and
may depend on the domain itself.
Copyright © 2008 L. ˇ Sajn and I. Kononenko. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution
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1. INTRODUCTION
Images in digital form are normally described with matrices
which are spatially complex and yet do not oﬀer features that
coulduniformlydistinguishbetweentheirpredeﬁnedclasses.
Determining image features that can satisfactorily discrimi-
nate observed image classes is a hard task for which diﬀerent
algorithms exist. They transform the image from the matrix
form into a set of numeric or discrete features (parameters)
that convey useful information for discrimination between
classes.
The motivation for our work was to develop an algo-
rithm that ﬁnds resolutions at which image parametrization
algorithms achieve more informative attributes since we ob-
served that using parametrization parameters at more reso-
lutions improves the classiﬁcation accuracy.
This paper presents the algorithm ARes for selecting the
resolution set (ArTex with resolutions—ARes) which yields
more informative parametrization attributes when combin-
ing the parameters from the proposed resolutions. ARes was
designed especially for structural image parametrization al-
gorithms. Speciﬁcally, we use the ArTex algorithm [1–3]. Ar-
Tex(associationrulesfortextures—ArTex)describestextures
with specialized association rules which can also be extended
with diﬀerent measures. The obtained texture parameters
are subsequently used for image classiﬁcation with machine
learning methods [4].The idea of the AResalgorithm derives
fromtheSIFT(ScaleInvariantFeatureTransform)algorithm
[5]. ArTex and ARes are independent of the used machine
learning algorithm.
The paper is organized as follows: in the next section we
presentthealgorithmArTexforparameterizingtextureswith
association rules belonging to structural parametrization al-
gorithms. In the second part the statistically evaluated results
onseveralpublicdomainsarepresented.Theresultsarecom-
pared to four other well known algorithms which belong to
statistical and spectral parametrization algorithms.
2. THE ArTex ALGORITHM
This section presents textural features which are based on as-
sociation rules. This algorithm was developed by Bevk and2 EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing
Kononenko [1–3]. A texture representation is given, which
is an appropriate formalism that allows straightforward ap-
plication of association rules algorithms. This representation
has several good properties like invariance to global lightness
and invariance to rotation. Association rules capture struc-
tural and statistical information and are very convenient to
identify the structures that occur most frequently and have
the highest discriminative power.
2.1. Relatedwork
Researchers have tried to characterize textures in many dif-
ferent ways. Most texture features are based on structural,
statistical, or spectral properties of the image. Some methods
use textural features that include several of these properties.
Well-known statistical features are based on gray-level co-
occurrence statistics [6] which is used in the Image Proces-
sor program [7]. Examples of structural aspects are features
of Voronoi tesselation [8], representations using graphs [9],
representationsusinggrammars[10]andrepresentationsus-
ingassociationrules[11]. The spectral featuresare calculated
in a space which is closely related to textural features, for ex-
ample frequency and amplitude. The most frequently used
space transformations are Fourier, Laws [12], Gabor [13],
and wavelet transform.
2.2. Associationrules
Association rules were introduced back in 1993 [14]. The
following is a formal statement of the problem: Let I =
{i1,i2,...,im} be a set of literals, called items. Let D be a set
of transactions, where each transaction T is a set of items
such that T ⊆ I. We say that a transaction T contains X,
if X ⊆ T.A nassociation rule is an implication of the form
X ⇒ Y,w h e r eX ⊂ I, Y ⊂ I and X ∩ Y = 0. The rule
X ⇒ Y holds in the transaction set D with conﬁdence c if c%
of transactions in D that contain X also contain Y. The rule
X ⇒ Y has support s in the transaction set D if s%o ft r a n s -
actions in D contain X ∪ Y. The problem of discovering as-
sociation rules says: Find all association rules in transaction
set D with conﬁdence of at least minconf and support of at
least minsup,w h e r eminconf and minsup represent the lower
boundary for conﬁdence and support of association rules.
2.3. Texturerepresentation
The use of association rules for texture description was inde-
pendently introduced by [11]. In the present paper, a slightly
diﬀerentapproachispresented,whichusesadiﬀerenttexture
representation and a diﬀerent algorithm for association rules
induction, which were developed before we became aware of
the work by [11].
Association rules are most widely used for data mining
of very large relational databases. In this section, we give
a representation of texture, which is suitable for processing
with the association rules algorithms. To apply the associa-
tion rules algorithms on textures, one must ﬁrst deﬁne the
terms which are used for association rules in the context of
textures.
Pixel
→
AofatextureP
Is a vector
→
A= (X,Y,I) ∈ P,w h e r eX and Y represent the
absolute coordinates and I represents the intensity of pixel
A.
Rootpixel
→
K
Is the current pixel of a texture
→
K= (XK,YK,IK).
RneighborhoodN
R,
→
K
Is a set of pixels which are located in the circular area of ra-
dius R with root pixel
→
K at the center. Root pixel
→
K itself is
not a member of its neighborhood,
N
R,
→
K ={ (X,Y,I)|δ ≤ R}\
→
K,
δ =
  
(XK − X)
2 +(YK −Y)
2 +0 .5
 
.
(1)
TransactionT
R,
→
K
Is a set of elements based on its corresponding neighbor-
hood. The elements of transaction are represented with Eu-
clidean distance and intensity diﬀerence from the root pixel,
T
R,
→
K =
  
δ,IK −I
 
|(X,Y,I) ∈ N
R,
→
K
 
,
δ =
   
XK − X
 2 +
 
YK −Y
 2 +0 .5
 
.
(2)
Transactionelement
Is a two-dimensional vector (r,i) ∈ T
R,
→
K, where the ﬁrst
component represents the Euclidean distance from the root
pixel and the second component represents the intensity dif-
ference from the root pixel.
Associationrule
Is composed of transaction elements; therefore it looks like
this
 
r1,i1
 
∧···∧
 
rm,im
 
=⇒
 
rm+1,im+1
 
∧···∧
 
rm+n,im+n
 
.
(3)
TransactionsetDP,R
Is composed of transactions, which are derived from all pos-
s i b l er o o tp i x e l so fat e x t u r eP at certain neighborhood size
R,
DP,R =
 
T
R,
→
K |∀
→
K:
→
K∈ P
 
. (4)
This representation of a texture replaces the exact informa-
tion of location and intensity of the neighboring pixels with
more indecisive information of the distance and the relativeL. ˇ Sajn and I. Kononenko 3
intensity of neighboring pixels. This description is also rota-
tion invariant.
Figure 1 illustrates the association rule (1,1) ∧ (2,10) ⇒
(1,15) ∧ (3,5), which can be read as follows: if a pixel of in-
tensity 1 is found at distance 1 and a pixel of intensity 10 is
found at distance 2, then there is also a pixel of intensity 15
at distance 1 and a pixel of intensity 5 at distance 3.
This representation is almost suitable for processing with
general association rule algorithms. What is still to be con-
sidered is the form of a transaction element. Association
rule algorithms expect scalar values for transaction elements,
whereasourrepresentationproducesatwo-dimensionalvec-
tor for a transaction element. Luckily, this issue can be easily
solved. Let us say that the intensity of each texture point can
have values within the interval [0···(Q − 1)] and that the
neighborhood size is R. Take some transaction element (r,i),
where i h a sav a l u ef r o m[ −(Q − 1)···+( Q − 1)] and r
has a value from [1···R]. What is needed here is a bijective
mapping that transforms each vector into its scalar represen-
tation. This can be achieved in many ways. A possible and
quite straightforward solution is
s = (2Q −1)(r −1) +i +(Q − 1). (5)
The transformation is also reversible:
r = 1+sdiv(2Q −1),
i = smod(2Q −1) −(Q −1).
(6)
Nowitispossibletodeﬁneatransactionthatsuitsthegeneral
association rule algorithms:
T
R,Q,
→
K =
⎧
⎨
⎩s
         
(r,i) ∈ T
R,
→
K,
s = (2Q −1)(r −1) +i+(Q −1)
⎫
⎬
⎭. (7)
And ﬁnally we obtain the appropriate transaction set deﬁni-
tion
DP,R,Q =
 
T
R,Q,
→
K |∀
→
K:
→
K∈ P
 
. (8)
2.4. Fromassociationrulestofeaturedescription
Using association rules on textures will allow to extract a set
of features (attributes) for a particular domain of textures.
Algorithm ArTex is deﬁned with the following steps.
(i) Select a (small) subset of images F for feature extraction.
The subset F can be considerably small. Use at least
one example of each typical image in the domain, that
is, at least one sample per class, or more if the class
consists of subclasses.
(ii) Preprocessing of images in F. Preprocessing involves the
transformation of images to grey scale if necessary, the
quantization of grey levels, and the selection of proper
neighborhood size R. The initial number of grey lev-
els per pixel is usually 256. The quantization process
downscales it to say 32 levels per pixel. Typical neigh-
borhood sizes are 3, 4, 5.
(iii) Generate association rules from images in F. Because
of the representation of texture, it is possible to use
321 1 10 3 2 1 15 5
Figure 1: An illustration of association rule (1,1) ∧ (2,10) ⇒
(1,15) ∧(3,5).
any algorithm for association rules extraction. We use
Apriori and GenRules as described in [14].
(iv) Usegeneratedassociationrulestoextractasetoffeatures.
Therearetwofeaturesassociatedwitheachassociation
rule: support and conﬁdence. Use these two attributes
of all association rules to construct a feature set. The
number of extracted features is twice the number of
association rules (which could be quite numerous).
To clarify about statements, the formal algorithm is pre-
sented (see Algorithm 1). The algorithm takes ﬁve input pa-
rameters: a set of images I, neighborhood size R,t e x t u r e
quantization Q, minimum support minsup, and minimum
conﬁdence minconf. Functions ϕsup and ϕconf are used to cal-
culate support and conﬁdence given an image and an associ-
ation rule. The output of the algorithm is a feature set matrix
d,w h e r edi,j represents jth feature of image i.
2.5. Extendingtheparameterset
In our model of texture, the structure of the association rule
also describes some aspects of the textural structure. Since
we are interested in the parametric description of a texture,
this structure has to be represented with one or more pa-
rameters. Till now we presented the basic algorithm which
uses only basic interestingness measures, support and con-
ﬁdence, which were deﬁned together with association rules
[14] .T h eya r es t i llm o s twi d e l yu s e d ,b u tt h e r ea r es o m ec o n -
cerns especially with conﬁdence measure, which can be mis-
leading in many practical situations, as shown by Brin et al.
[15]. These authors also oﬀered an alternative to evaluate as-
sociation rules using χ2 test. Unlike the conﬁdence measure,
χ2 test could be used to ﬁnd both positively and negatively
correlated association patterns. However, the χ2 test alone
may not be the ultimate solution because the χ2 test does not
indicate the strength of correlation between items of asso-
ciation pattern. It only decides whether items of association
pattern are independent of each other, thus it cannot be used
for ranking purposes.
The χ2 test was used to select interesting association pat-
terns, which are later described by the Pearson’s correlation
coeﬃcient (φ-coeﬃcient) as advised in [16]. Besides, ArTex
also uses an additional interestingness measure, which was
selected via thorough experiments on various domains from
a subset of collection made by Tan et al. [17]. From all tested
measures, the J-measure gave best results [2]: J-measure for
ruleA → B is deﬁnedasfollows:P(A,B)log(P(B|A)/P(B))+
P(A,B)log(P(B|A)/P(B)).4 EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing
1: select F so that F ⊂ I
2: preprocess(F,R,Q)
3: for all f ∈ F do
4: D = transactionModel(f,R,Q)S T A T Er1 = apriori(D,minsup)
5: r2 = genRules(r1,D,minconf)
6: ρsup = ρsup ∪r1{itemsets with support > minsup}
7: ρconf = ρconf ∪r2{rules with conﬁdence > minconf}
8: end for
9: i = 0
10: for all f ∈ (I \ F) do
11: j = 0
12: for all ρ ∈ ρsup do
13: di,j = ϕsup(f,ρ){ jth attribute of ith image}
14: j = j +1
15: end for
16: for all ρ ∈ ρconf do
17: di,j = ϕconf(f,ρ)
18: j = j +1
19: end for
20: i = i+1
21: end for
22: return d {d is a matrix of attribute values}
Algorithm 1: ArTex (images I,r a d i u sR, quantization Q, minsup, minconf).
Require: set of input images Θ with known classes, number of desired resolutions η, number of images to inspect in each class γ,
radius φ which the parametrization algorithm uses later on in the process
Ensure: subset of resolutions Π
1: Wmax =
|Θ|
max
i=1
 
Θi(width)
 
, Hmax =
|Θ|
max
i=1
 
Θi(height)
 
{ﬁnd the biggest image height and width}
2: extend the image sizes Θi ∈ Θ to Wmax ×Hmax with adding a frame of intensity equal to the average intensity of the original
image Θi. New resized images are saved in the set Θ
 {image sizes must be uniﬁed in order to be able to compare resolutions
over diﬀerent images}
3: δ =
2∗φ
3
·
1
min{Wmax,Hmax}
{set the resize step}
4: for each class add γ randomly selected images from the set Θ
  into the set Θ1
5: Ω ={ }
6: for (∀θ ∈ Θ1) do
7: ν = 1.0 {start with 100% resolution}
8: while (min{Wmax,Hmax}·ν > 3·φ) do
9: θ1 = resize(θ,ν){change the observed image’s size}
10: ﬁnd local peaks in θ1 with comparing each pixel’s neighborhood inside [3 ×3] window
11: add the pair {ν,number of peaks} into the set Ω
12: ν = ν −δ
13: end while
14: end for
15: order the set Ω by the number of descending peaks and resolutions
16: add ﬁrst η resolutions from the ordered set Ω into the ﬁnal set Π
Algorithm 2: Algorithm ARes for detecting a small subset of relevant resolutions.
3. MULTIRESOLUTIONAL PARAMETRIZATION
Why use more resolutions? Digital images are stored in ma-
trix form and algorithms for pattern parametrization basi-
cally use some relations between image pixels (usually ﬁrst-
or second-order statistics). By using only a single resolution,
we may miss the big picture, and proverbially not see the
forest because of the trees. Since it is computationally too
complex to observe all possible relations between at least any
two pixels in the image, we have to limit the search to some
predeﬁned neighborhood. These limitation makes relations
vary considerably over diﬀerent resolutions. This means thatL. ˇ Sajn and I. Kononenko 5
we may get completely diﬀerent image parametrization at-
tributes for the same image at diﬀerent scales.
3.1. Parametersfrommanyresolutions
In diﬀerent existing multiresolutional approaches [18–20],
many authors are using only more resolutions, which are not
determined on the basis of image contents. Usually two or
three resolutions are used. Authors report better classiﬁca-
tion results when more resolutions are used and also observe
that when using more than three resolutions, the classiﬁca-
tion accuracy starts to deteriorate. We have observed that in
many cases authors use a set of resolutions by exponentially
decreasing the resolution size (100/2i,i = 0···n − 1, where
n represents the number of resolutions). However, we no-
ticed that in many cases equidistant selection of resolutions
(100i/n,i = 1···n where n is the number of resolutions
used) gives better results. Testing of our hypothesis is pre-
sented further in Section 5. When using exponential form of
resolutions, a lower pattern content is examined and consec-
utively less signiﬁcant attributes can be derived.
Another frequently used “multiresolutional” approach is
the wavelet transform [21], which describes textures with
measures calculated by iterative image division. All the pro-
cedures mentioned above do not observe the contents of im-
ages.
Another extension of parameters for texture paramet-
rization is derived from the issue of pattern’s scale. Not every
combination of scale and neighborhood size can guarantee
thatthepatternwouldbedetected.Theproblemisillustrated
in Figure 2.
To increase the possibility that the pattern will be de-
tected, we propose a framework where the extraction of at-
tributes is repeated at diﬀerent texture resolutions and com-
bined in one feature vector. The idea for the algorithm for
automatic selection of a small subset of relevant resolutions
is derived from the well-known SIFT algorithm [5]. Algo-
rithmSIFTisdesignedasastablelocalfeaturedetectorwhich
is represented as a fundamental component of many image
registration and object recognition algorithms.
3.2. AlgorithmSIFT
Scale-invariant feature transform (or SIFT) [5]i so n eo fs e v -
eral computer vision algorithms for extracting distinctive
features from images. It can be used in algorithms for tasks
like matching diﬀerent views of an object or scene (e.g., for
stereo vision) and object recognition.
Features obtained by SIFT are invariant to image scale,
rotation, and partially invariant (i.e., robust) to changing
viewpoints, and change in illumination. The name scale-
invariant feature transform was chosen since the algorithm
transforms image data into scale-invariant coordinates rela-
tive to local features. The feature representations found by
SIFT are thought to be analogous to those of neurons in the
inferior temporal cortex,a region usedfor object recognition
in primate vision.
Due to the above-mentioned properties (invariance and
robustness), SIFT is an often used detection/description
(a) A very inadequate resolution (b) An adequate resolution
Figure 2: Detecting patterns at diﬀerent scales.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3: Equidistant resolutions (n = 4; 100.0%, 75.0%, 50.0%,
25.0%).
scheme. As a consequence, there are other algorithms which
either emulate SIFT’s functionality or try to outperform
SIFT.
3.2.1. SIFToverview
First, the original image is progressively Gaussian blurred in
a band from 1 to 2 resulting in a series of Gaussian-blurred
images (a scale-space produced by cascade ﬁltering). Then
these images are subtracted from their direct neighbors to
produce a new series of images (with diﬀerence of Gaussian
which approximates the Laplacian of the Gaussian).
The major steps in the computation of the image features
are the following.
(i) Scale-space extrema detection: a speciﬁc type of blob
detection where each pixel in the images is compared
toits8neighborsandthe9pixels(correspondingpixel
+ 8 neighbors) of the other pictures in the series.
(ii) keypoint localization: keypoints are chosen from ex-
trema in the scale space.
(iii) orientation assignment: for each keypoint, in a 16 × 16
window, histograms of gradient directions are com-
puted (using bilinear interpolation).6 EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing
(a) (b)
Figure 4: Resolutions detected with ARes (30.0% and 5.0%).
(iv) keypoint descriptor: representation in a 128-dimen-
sional vector.
For the application of SIFT keypoints in matching and
object recognition, Lowe [5] was applying a nearest neighbor
algorithm, followed by a Hough transform [22]f o ro b j e c t
recognition.
3.3. ARes—SIFTmodiﬁcationfordetecting
informativeresolutions
Since we are not interested in detecting stable image key-
points but rather in detecting resolutions at which the ob-
served image has most extremes, we have devised a new
algorithm ARes (see Algorithm 2) for determining the res-
olutions for which more informative features can be ob-
tained. The algorithm was designed especially for the ArTex
parametrization algorithm (see Algorithm 1) but usually im-
provesalsotheresultswithotherparametrizationalgorithms
a sc a nb es e e ni nSection 5.
The ARes algorithm consequently resizes the image from
100% down to a predeﬁned lowest threshold at some ﬁxed
step when detecting the appropriate resolutions. Both the
lowest threshold and the resolution step are determined us-
ing the observed image dataset. At each resize step the peaks
are counted. Peaks are represented by pixels which diﬀer
from their neighborhood either as highest or lowest inten-
sity.Thisalgorithmcanbeimplementedalsowithdiﬀerence-
of-Gaussian (DOG) [5] method which improves the time
complexity with lower numbers of actual resizes required to
search the entire resolution space.
The detected peak counts are recorded over all resolu-
tionsasahistogram.Fromthehistogramthebestresolutions
aredetectedasthehighestcounts.Thenumberofresolutions
we want to use in our parametrization is predeﬁned by the
user. When there are several equal counts we chose as diverse
resolutions as possible [23].
To demonstrate the diﬀerence between diﬀerent resolu-
tion selections, a sample generic image is given. Figure 3
demonstrates the use of classical equidistant resolutions
(four are used) whereas Figure 4 shows the resolutions that
ARes proposes. ARes ﬁnds only two resolutions for the given
example since they are suﬃcient for description of the ob-
jects present in the image. The larger picture is proposed
since two elements disappear at lower resolutions and the
smaller picture is proposed because it encounters the most
extremes which consequently compactly describe the whole
image. This appeared to be important when using structural
Table 1: Typical numbers of attributes obtained with the presented
algorithms.
Algorithm Number of attributes
ArTex 280–450
Gabor 48
Haar 20–30
Laws 26
IP 23
parametrization algorithms since they search inside a ﬁxed
size pixel neighborhood. In the presented case, SIFT chooses
eight resolutions (40%, 38%, 41%, 30%, 39%, 29%, 42%,
and 8%) which are close to resolutions obtained with ARes
algorithm but are too numerous, and the smallest and the
most important resolution (8%) comes in as the eighth res-
olution, which means that we would have to parameterize
textures at eight resolutions which is computationally much
too complex.
4. TESTING THE MULTIRESOLUTION
PARAMETRIZATION
The results of our parametrization with the ArTex algo-
rithm are compared with the results of four other image
parametrization algorithms (Haar wavelets [21], Laws ﬁlters
[24], Gabor ﬁlters [25], Image processor [7] (implements
many parameters of the ﬁrst and the second order statistics
[6]), and Laws’ texture measures [24]).
Although algorithm ARes is designed for structural
parametrization algorithms, we have checked its eﬃciency
also for statistical (“image processor” IP) and spectral algo-
rithms (Haar wavelets, Gabor, and Laws ﬁlters).
4.1. Generictexturedomains
Texture domains werechosen from public repositories which
are usually used for evaluating the texture parametrization
algorithms.
The following texturecollections were used.
(i) Outex [26]. Extensive Outex texture imageset, devel-
oped at Finnish University, Oulu, consists of texture
collections suitable for classiﬁcation, segmentation,
and inquiry of pictorial contents.
Domains for the presented experiments were taken
from the Classiﬁcation collections.
(a) Outex 0. Consists of 480 textures belonging to
24 diﬀerent classes. All classes are equally dis-
tributed which means 20 textures per class. All
textures are of the same size 128 × 128 and no
intentional artifacts were added.
(b) Outex 1. Similar to Outex 0 but 2112 textures are
presented(88texturesperclass)withsmallersize
of 64 ×64.
(c) Outex 2. Again similar to Outex 0 but 8832 tex-
tures are presented (368 textures per class) with
even smaller resolution of 32 ×32.L. ˇ Sajn and I. Kononenko 7
Table 2: ArTex classiﬁcation accuracies over diﬀerent resolution selections.
Domain 100% res. eq. 4 ARes 4 SIFT 4 eq. 8 ARes 8 SIFT 8
Outex 0 99.02 98.77 99.26 96.32 98.78 99.75 97.80
Outex 1 95.20 94.85 96.42 82.45 96.13 97.21 87.50
Outex 2 76.36 77.17 78.93 77.17∗ 77.96 78.52 77.96∗
Outex 10 99.08 99.60 99.62 98.78 99.27 99.72 99.11
Outex 11 98.54 98.54 99.10 98.09 97.52 99.21 98.76
Outex 12 98.77 99.37 99.45 98.92 99.26 99.64 99.26
Brodatz A 83.71 95.03 97.13 93.65 95.59 97.44 92.93
Brodatz B 99.42 99.75 99.92 99.34 99.59 99.92 99.50
Brodatz C 55.12 56.82 58.79 30.92 57.53 57.26 57.53∗
Average 89.47 91.10 92.07 86.18 91.29 92.07 90.04
Table 3: Rank tests of ArTex classiﬁcation accuracies over diﬀerent resolutions.
Domain 100% res. eq. 4 ARes 4 SIFT 4∗ eq. 8 ARes 8 SIFT 8∗
Brodatz A 7 4 2 5 3 1 6
Brodatz B 6 3 1.5 7 4 1.5 5
Brodatz C 6 5 1 7 2.5 4 2.5
Outex 0 3 5 2 7 4 1 6
Outex 1 4 5 2 7 3 1 6
Outex 10 6 3 2 7 4 1 5
Outex 11 4.5 4.5 2 6 7 1 3
Outex 12 7 3 2 6 4.5 1 4.5
Outex 2 7 5.5 1 5.5 3.5 2 3.5
Average rank 5.61 4.22 1.72 6.39 3.94 1.50 4.61
Table 4: Haar classiﬁcation accuracies over diﬀerent resolution selections.
Domain 100% res. eq. 4 ARes 4 SIFT 4 eq. 8 ARes 8 SIFT 8
Outex 0 94.38 97.50 95.83 94.58 97.50 96.46 95.21
Outex 1 91.29 94.51 94.22 88.87 95.60 95.41 92.00
Outex 2 75.01 79.99 81.86 69.54 82.96 82.56 72.66
Outex 10 85.53 93.17 92.25 87.22 94.93 95.05 90.46
Outex 11 93.96 97.19 97.50 95.83 98.33 98.44 96.25
Outex 12 88.04 94.52 93.85 89.29 96.40 96.56 93.19
Brodatz A 66.01 74.90 78.56 69.67 80.17 82.62 74.32
Brodatz B 94.07 96.40 96.31 95.35 97.04 97.04 96.31
Brodatz C 64.46 65.22 67.53 65.22∗ 67.02 67.31 67.02∗
Average 83.64 88.16 88.66 83.95 89.99 90.16 86.38
Table 5: Laws classiﬁcation accuracies over diﬀerent resolution selections.
Domain 100% res. eq. 4 ARes 4 SIFT 4 eq. 8 ARes 8 SIFT 8
Outex 0 93.54 100.00 97.71 99.58 99.79 99.58 99.58
Outex 1 93.13 98.20 98.20 96.78 98.53 98.72 97.49
Outex 2 88.53 93.55 92.56 91.09 93.98 93.37 92.17
Outex 10 85.37 98.17 91.46 95.23 98.84 95.69 96.74
Outex 11 94.79 99.48 98.54 99.79 100.00 99.79 99.79
Outex 12 83.31 98.27 90.00 96.35 98.96 94.81 97.75
Brodatz A 62.89 86.67 84.96 82.47 89.36 88.33 84.96
Brodatz B 78.21 94.39 84.54 90.95 96.23 93.99 94.31
Brodatz C 66.38 69.18 67.66 69.18∗ 69.70 68.33 69.70∗
Average 82.91 93.10 89.51 91.27 93.93 92.51 92.508 EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing
Table 6: Gabor classiﬁcation accuracies over diﬀerent resolution selections.
Domain 100% res. eq. 4 ARes 4 SIFT 4 eq. 8 ARes 8 SIFT 8
Outex 0 99.58 99.38 99.79 98.54 99.79 99.58 98.75
Outex 1 98.53 98.72 98.91 98.06 98.72 98.72 97.78
Outex 2 94.79 95.63 95.69 90.13 95.86 95.81 91.40
Outex 10 98.06 99.51 99.26 99.24 99.72 99.56 99.49
Outex 11 99.58 99.79 99.79 99.48 99.90 100.00 99.58
Outex 12 97.44 99.65 99.38 99.33 99.75 99.71 99.60
Brodatz A 88.72 89.40 90.43 81.40 90.23 90.82 81.20
Brodatz B 91.74 96.64 95.19 94.71 97.91 97.67 96.64
Brodatz C 71.73 74.73 74.23 74.73∗ 75.13 74.51 75.13∗
Average 93.35 94.83 94.74 92.85 95.22 95.15 93.29
Table 7: Image processor classiﬁcation accuracies over diﬀerent resolution selections.
Domain 100% res. eq. 4 ARes 4 SIFT 4 eq. 8 ARes 8 SIFT 8
Outex 0 75.83 82.50 81.46 82.71 86.46 85.63 85.83
Outex 1 75.43 84.99 84.00 78.60 87.36 87.21 82.62
Outex 2 62.61 70.75 68.91 61.98 72.07 70.12 65.95
Outex 10 86.41 94.21 90.69 90.44 95.95 93.50 93.08
Outex 11 78.85 88.65 85.63 83.96 90.94 89.38 86.88
Outex 12 80.17 90.88 85.50 86.94 93.56 89.96 89.69
Brodatz A 19.97 57.72 51.91 39.60 65.34 61.38 53.52
Brodatz B 96.96 98.88 98.00 97.76 99.12 98.96 99.04
Brodatz C 52.40 63.08 63.44 63.08∗ 64.87 64.20 64.87∗
Average 69.85 81.29 78.84 76.12 83.96 82.26 80.16
(d) Outex 10. Consists of 4320 textures belonging to
24 diﬀerent classes (180 textures per class). Im-
ages are rotated using nine diﬀerent rotations 0◦,
5◦,1 0
◦,1 5
◦,3 0
◦,4 5
◦,6 0
◦,7 5
◦,9 0
◦. Texture sizes
are 128 ×128.
(e) Outex 11. Consists of 960 textures belonging to
24 diﬀerent classes (40 textures per class). Images
are taken at two diﬀerent resolutions 100dpi and
120dpi. Texture sizes are 128 × 128.
(f) Outex 12. Consists of 4800 textures belonging
to 24 diﬀerent classes (200 textures per class).
Images are taken at diﬀerent illumination and
are rotated using nine diﬀerent rotations 0◦,5 ◦,
10
◦,1 5
◦,3 0
◦,4 5
◦,6 0
◦,7 5
◦,9 0
◦. Texture sizes are
128 ×128.
(ii) Brodatz A [27].B r o d a t zAc o l l e c t i o ni sas u b s e to f
the Brodatz album [28] depicting diﬀerent materials.
The collection consists of 2048 textures belonging to
32 classes (64 textures per class). Each class is repre-
sented with 16 “original” surface images, 16 randomly
rotated “original” images, 16 cases of diﬀerent resolu-
tions of “original” textures, and 16 randomly rotated
andscaled“original”textures.Texturesizesare64×64.
(iii) Brodatz B [29]. Brodatz B collection is a subset of
the above Brodatz album depicting diﬀerent materials.
The collectioncomprisesof1248 textures belonging to
13classes(96texturesperclass).Imagesarerotatedus-
ing six diﬀerent rotations 0◦,3 0
◦,6 0
◦,9 0
◦, 120
◦,a n d
150
◦. Texture sizes are 128 ×128.
(iv) Brodatz C [30]. Brodatz C collection is a subset of
the above Brodatz album depicting diﬀerent materials.
Thecollectioncomprises of6720textures belonging to
15 classes (448 textures per class). Images are rotated
using seven diﬀerent rotations 0◦,3 0
◦,6 0
◦,9 0
◦, 120
◦,
150
◦, and 200
◦. Texture sizes are 32 × 32.
It should be mentioned that the proposed algorithms
were also used in some real medical domains [23, 31]w h e r e
they have achieved signiﬁcant results.
5. RESULTS
The results obtained with all nine generic domains are pre-
sented. Statistical tests showing the successfulness of ARes al-
gorithm are shown. In all the tables of the results of the basic
resolution, N equally distributed resolutions and resolutions
obtained by ARes and SIFT algorithms are presented. Tests
were performed using four (N = 4) and eight (N = 8) res-
olutions. For testing the classiﬁcation accuracy, the learning
algorithm SVM [32] implemented in Weka [33]( S M Oa l g o -
rithm) was used. Tests were performed using 10-fold cross
validation. To obtain features of individual class, three ran-
domly selected images were chosen. For algorithm ArTex theL. ˇ Sajn and I. Kononenko 9
Table 8: Comparison of all classiﬁcation accuracies over diﬀerent algorithms.
Algorithm 100% res. eq. 4 ARes 4 SIFT 4∗ eq. 8 ARes 8 SIFT 8∗
ArTex 89.47 91.10 92.07 86.18 91.29 92.07 90.04
Gabor 93.35 94.83 94.74 92.85 95.22 95.15 93.29
Haar 83.64 88.16 88.66 83.95 89.99 90.16 86.38
Laws 82.91 93.10 89.51 91.27 93.93 92.51 92.50
IP 69.85 81.29 78.84 76.12 83.96 82.26 80.16
Average 83.84 89.70 88.76 86.07 90.88 90.43 88.47
Table 9: Statistical evaluation of ARes for diﬀerent resolutions and
algorithms. The nonparametric Friedman test (α = 0,05) was used.
Numbers represent the number of domains where ARes achieves:
“signiﬁcantly better/no signiﬁcant diﬀerence/signiﬁcantly worse.”
Algorithm ARes
in combination
with
Number of resolutions n eq. n 100% res.
ArTex
4 3/6/0 5/4/0
8 5/4/0 6/3/0
Gabor
4 0/7/1 6/3/0
8 0/9/0 7/1/0
Haar
4 3/5/1 8/1/0
8 1/8/0 8/1/0
IP
4 0/3/6 9/0/0
8 0/5/4 9/0/0
Laws
4 0/2/7 9/0/0
8 0/5/4 9/0/0
Sum 12/54/23 76/13/0
extension with J-measure was used. This approach gave bet-
ter results on the applied generic domains which is also in
agreementwithresultsobtainedbyBevk[2].Theselectedra-
dius was 5 pixels, all textures were quantiﬁed to 32 gray lev-
els. When tests were performed, no feature subset selection
was used to prevent the inﬂuence on results, since several
algorithms which require diﬀerent approaches for attribute
selection were used. Typically for ArTex algorithm many at-
tributes are obtained which cannot be selected in limited
number as it is the case with other algorithms. The numbers
of attributes for diﬀerent algorithms are presented in Table 1.
For Haar and ArTex algorithms the result depends on the se-
lected domain and resolution, therefore only an interval is
presented.
The results for all algorithms are presented in Tables 2–
7. The comparison of classiﬁcation accuracies of all ﬁve al-
gorithms is shown in Table 8. Statistical evaluation of clas-
siﬁcation accuracies is given in Table 9. The abbreviations
in tables have the following meanings: 100% res. represents
the use of only the basic 100% resolution, eq. 4 and eq. 8
present the application of equidistant 4 and 8 resolutions,
respectively, ARes 4 and 8 present the use of 4 and 8 reso-
lutions proposed by ARes, SIFT 4, and 8 present the use of
4 and 8 resolutions which are proposed by SIFT. In tables,
missing results of SIFT algorithm are presented (marked by
asterisk) which means that algorithm SIFT proposed too low
resolutionswhichcannotbeusedbytheparameterizational-
gorithms. In such cases, instead of results obtained by SIFT
algorithmtheresultsoftherespectiveequidistantresolutions
were used (e.g., instead of SIFT 8, eq. 8 was used). By such a
procedure the comparison of averages can be achieved.
5.1. ResultsofAReswithArTex
In Table 2, the results of ArTex algorithm for which ARes was
developed are presented. Compared to other resolution se-
lections, the overall classiﬁcation accuracy over all domains
is signiﬁcantly better when ARes was used, which proves its
suitability. It is also evident that results obtained by SIFT al-
gorithm are worse with respect to the results obtained by
equidistant resolutions as well as resolutions proposed by
ARes.
For additional testing of ARes algorithm the comparison
of rank tests on the applied domains were performed. The
comparison of results presented in Table 3 additionally con-
ﬁrms the eﬀectiveness of ARes algorithm.
5.2. ResultsofAReswithotherparametrization
algorithms
In Table 4, results of Haar algorithm are presented. For some
domains ARes improves the results, but in most cases there
are no signiﬁcant improvements. On the contrary, ARes de-
teriorates results for most domains compared to equidistant
resolutions.
In Table 5, results of Laws algorithm are presented. ARes
deteriorates results for most domains compared to equidis-
tant resolutions when Laws algorithm is applied. But even in
this case the results with ARes are better compared to those
obtained by the basic resolution.
In Table 6, results obtained with Gabor algoritm are pre-
sented. Also in this case there is no signiﬁcant improvement
compared to equidistant resolution but as in the previous
case a better classiﬁcation accuracy is evident compared to
the basic resolution.
In Table 7, results of image processor algorithm are pre-
sented. In nearly 50% of domains, the results with ARes are
worse when compared to the equidistant resolutions and, as10 EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing
Table 10: Comparison of average classiﬁcation accuracy ranks of diﬀerent algorithms and resolutions.
Algorithm 100% res. eq. 4 ARes 4 SIFT 4∗ eq. 8 ARes 8 SIFT 8∗
ArTex 5.61 4.22 1.72 6.39 3.94 1.50 4.61
Gabor 5.78 3.61 3.56 6.06 1.67 2.39 4.94
Haar 6.67 3.44 3.39 6.17 1.83 1.61 4.89
IP 6.89 3.28 4.89 5.72 1.06 2.67 3.50
Laws 7.00 2.67 5.33 4.72 1.28 3.44 3.56
Average rank 6.39 3.44 3.78 5.81 1.96 2.32 4.30
Table 11: Distances between average classiﬁcation accuracy ranks
of diﬀerent algorithms/resolutions when using ARes with four res-
olutions. (Signiﬁcant diﬀerences at α = 0.05 are marked with∗∗
and at α = 0.10 with∗.)
Algorithm 100% res. eq. 4 SIFT 4 eq. 8 SIFT 8
ArTex 3.89∗∗ 2.50∗ 4.67∗∗ 2.22 2.89∗∗
Gabor 2.22 0.06 2.50∗ −1.89 1.39
Haar 3.28∗∗ 0.06 2.78∗∗ −1.56 1.50
IP 2.00 −1.61 0.83 −3.83∗∗ −1.39
Laws 1.67 −2.67∗ −0.61 −4.06∗∗ −1.78
in previous cases, better when compared to the basic resolu-
tion.
For easier comparison in Table 8, the averages of all clas-
siﬁcation accuracies are presented.
The signiﬁcant diﬀerences of resolutions and algorithms
are presented in Table 9.
Rank comparison of classiﬁcation accuracies of other al-
gorithms (Table 10) shows that ARes in most nonstructural
algorithms for texture parametrization does not improve re-
sults compared to equally distributed space of resolutions,
but in all cases it improves results regarding the basic reso-
lution and resolutions proposed by SIFT algorithm.
ARes algorithm was also checked by Friedman and
Bonferroni-Dunn tests. At the conﬁdence level α<0.05 the
Friedman test shows a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in ranks and the
Bonferroni-Dunn test shows that at α<0.05 the critical dis-
tance between ranks is 2.686 and at α<0.10 it is 2.438. It can
be concluded that ARes algorithm in combination with Ar-
Tex at four resolutions (see Table 11) signiﬁcantly improves
results compared with other resolutions in nearly all cases.
For eight resolutions (see Table 12) the improvement is in-
dicated in all cases. For other texture parametrization algo-
rithms, ARes improves results only for the basic resolution
and SIFT algorithm. Rank distances and statistical character-
istics are presented in Tables 11 and 12.
5.3. Equidistantversusexponentialresolutions
Here we are testing the hypothesis that equidistant resolu-
tions (100i/n,i = 1···n where n is the number of resolu-
tions used) produce the same results as exponential resolu-
tion space (100/2i,i = 0···n −1). We have observed signif-
icant diﬀerences in classiﬁcation accuracies between equidis-
tant and exponential resolution space when four (N = 4) or
moreresolutionswereused.Resultsin Table 13 arepresented
only for ﬁve domains where textures are large enough to be
resized with as small resolution as exponential space requires
(100/2(4−1) = 12.5%, 128 × 128 → 16 × 16). Also in this
case the Friedman nonparametric (α = 0,05) test was used.
In all domains except Brodatz B, equidistant resolution space
(eq.4)signiﬁcantlyoutperformstheexponentialone(exp.4).
Obtained results reject the tested hypothesis and support the
claim that equidistant resolutions signiﬁcantly outperform
the exponential ones.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Signiﬁcant improvement of classiﬁcation results was ob-
served when combining parametrization attributes at several
image resolutions for most parametrization algorithms. In
general, the main contribution of the study is the observa-
tionthatequallyspacedmultiresolutionperformsbetterthan
other multiresolution techniques.
In the case of ArTex algorithm our analysis of multires-
olution image parametrization showed certain relations be-
tween image content and its resolution with respect to the
parametrization quality. With all tested algorithms (struc-
tural, statistical, and spectral) better results were obtained
when more resolutions were used, which conﬁrms our hy-
pothesis that the choice of resolution space for parametriza-
tion of textures is to be considered. ARes algorithm was de-
veloped to support the resolution selection. In combination
with ArTex it achieves signiﬁcant improvement of classiﬁca-
tionresultscomparedtoasingleresolutionaswelltoequidis-
tant resolution space. In addition, ARes also partially im-
proves nonstructural algorithm parameterizations.
Ourresultsalsoindicatethatequidistantresolutionspace
performs better than exponential one, although many au-
thorsusetheexponentialresolutionspacebydefault.Theex-
ponential resolution space requires much bigger texture im-
ages when more than three resolutions are used.
The most signiﬁcant ArTex improvement is achieved
with the multiresolution approach which is powered by
the ARes algorithm designed especially for structural
parametrization algorithms.
7. FUTURE WORK
The presented algorithms open a whole new research area
of multiresolution image parametrization and enable manyL. ˇ Sajn and I. Kononenko 11
Table 12:Distancesbetweenaverageclassiﬁcationaccuracyranksofdiﬀerentalgorithms/resolutionswhenusingAReswitheightresolutions.
(Signiﬁcant diﬀerences at α = 0.05 are marked with ∗∗ and at α = 0.10 with ∗.)
Algorithm 100% res. eq. 4 SIFT 4 eq. 8 SIFT 8
ArTex 4.11∗∗ 2.72∗∗ 4.89∗∗ 2.44∗ 3.11∗∗
Gabor 3.39∗∗ 1.22 3.67∗∗ −0.72 2.56∗
Haar 5.06∗∗ 1.83 4.56∗∗ 0.22 3.28∗∗
IP 4.22∗∗ 0.61 3.06∗∗ −1.61 0.83
Laws 3.56∗∗ −0.78 1.28 −2.17 0.11
Table 13: Comparison of classiﬁcation accuracies when using
original, equidistant, and exponential resolution spaces (exp. 4—
exponential and eq. 4—equidistant resolution space) with ArTex.
Domain 100% res. eq. 4 exp. 4
Outex 0 99.02 98.77 97.30
Outex 10 99.08 99.60 98.89
Outex 11 98.54 98.54 96.17
Outex 12 98.77 99.37 98.84
Brodatz B 99.42 99.75 99.34
Average 98.97 99.21 98.11
applications in medical, industrial, and other domains where
textures or texture-like surfaces are classiﬁed. The search of
multiresolution space can be achieved by many diﬀerent al-
gorithms we are currently working on. The hypothesis about
equidistant resolutions being better than exponential is also
beingtestedforotherparametrizationalgorithmsthanArTex
and current results support this hypothesis.
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The increasing deployment of video camera networks,
spurred by the emergence of increased surveillance needs
for security purposes, has necessitated the development
of new and more eﬃcient technologies for the automatic
modeling, analysis, and recognition of human motion in
video sequences. Moreover, diﬀerent other applications like
computer graphics, video databases, video communications,
and medicine can beneﬁt from a better understanding of
human motion.
The development of new technologies for human motion
analysis involves a variety of challenging research problems.
In gait-based recognition, it has become apparent that
eﬃcient technologies can be developed by constructing
complicated gait models that include more detailed infor-
mation about walking individuals. In activity recognition,
thedeﬁnition,description,andrecognitionofdiﬀerentkinds
of human motion stand as an essential research challenge
towards the development of smart surveillance systems that
will be able to conduct reliable monitoring without any user
intervention. To this end, combined tracking and human
motion understanding are topics of particularinterest. Issues
related to the mathematical modeling of human movements
also require further investigation. In a recognition frame-
work, scalability issues, that is, issues relevant the impact in
the eﬃciency of a system due to the registration of increased
numbers of subjects or activities in the referencedatabase are
of great importance.
This special issue aims to focus on emerging technologies
related to the above problems and comprehensively cover
their system, processing and application aspects.
Topics of interest include, but are not limited to, the
following:
￿ Human recognition based on gait
￿ 2D and 3D human gait modeling
￿ 2D and 3D human motion modeling
￿ Feature extraction for human gait modeling
￿ Mathematical models of human motion
￿ Recognition of human actions
￿ Combined tracking and action recognition
￿ Indexing and retrieval of human activity databases
￿ Scalability issues in human motion recognition
￿ Recognitionofcomplexhumanmotionobservedfrom
as i n g l ec a m e r ao rac a m e r an e t w o r k
￿ Applications in communications, graphics, medicine
and multimedia
Authors should follow the EURASIP Journal on Image and
Video Processing manuscript format described at http://
www.hindawi.com/journals/ivp/.Prospectiveauthorsshould
submit an electronic copy of their complete manuscripts
through the journal Manuscript Tracking System at http://
mts.hindawi.com/, according to the following timetable:
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First Round of Reviews May 1, 2009
Publication Date August 1, 2009
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USA; amitrc@ee.ucr.edu
Yoichi Sato, Graduate School of Interdisciplinary
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The 6
th International Symposium on Image and Signal Processing and Analysis (ISPA 
2009) will take place in Salzburg, Austria, from September 16-18, 2009. The scientific 
program of the symposium consists of invited lectures, regular papers, and posters. The 
aim of the symposium is to foster interaction of researchers and exchange of new ideas. 
Prospective authors are invited to submit their manuscripts reporting original work, as 
well as proposals for special sessions.  
Co-Operations and Co-Sponsorships 
• European Association for Signal Processing (EURASIP)* 
• IEEE Signal Processing Society* 
• IEEE Region 8 
• IAPR* 
Symposium Topics 
A. Image and Video Processing  D. Signal Processing 
B. Image and Video Analysis  E. Signal Analysis 
C. Image Formation and Reproduction  F. Applications
For a detailed list of conference themes please visit ISPA 2009 web site. 
Important Dates 
Submission of full paper: April 15, 2009 
Notification of acceptance/rejection:  May 31, 2009
Submission of camera-ready papers and author registration: June 15, 2009 
Symposium Venue 
Salzburg is a beautiful city in the heart of Europe in Austria. Situated on the northern 
edge of the Alps, a bit less than 300 kilometres to the west of Vienna and 150 km to the 
southeast  of  Munich,  it  is  home  to  some  150,000  residents.  It  is  best  known  for  its 
greatest son, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, who was born in Salzburg, but also for the 
famous film "Sound of Music", which was shot in Salzburg. The old town of Salzburg is 
an intriguing labyrinth of small streets and beautiful little squares, that retain the original, 
baroque  flair  of  its  building  time  in  the  17th  and  18th  century.  One  of  the  most 
impressive buildings, however, is the Castle of Salzburg, which is situated on a hill at the 
heart of Salzburg, majestically overlooking the city. 
Author Information 
Papers including title, author list and affiliations, figures, results, and references should 
not exceed six A4 pages. Detailed author instructions are available on the ISPA web site. 
All submissions will be subject to an international peer-review process. The symposium 
publications  are  abstract  book  and  CD-ROM  proceedings.  Accepted  papers  will  be 
available through IEEE Publications Center and in IEEExplore digital library. Authors of 
accepted papers are required to register and present the paper. 
Call for Special Session Proposals 
Prospective organizers of special sessions are invited to send proposals to Special Session 
Co-Chairs, according to instructions provided on the ISPA web site.  
Best Student Paper Award 
Best Student Paper Award in the amount of 300 EUR will be given to a student author. 
The student’s name must appear first on the paper and the paper must be presented at the 
symposium to be eligible for the award. 
Social Events 
Welcome reception, gala-dinner, and a sightseeing tour of Salzburg. 